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About This Game

Set in the fantasy land of Notthatmuchfurther, Talent Not Included tells the story of three monsters: Zordok, Derp, and Kevin,
all three huge fans of slaughter, bloodbaths, and Shakespeare.

One night, as they were bored out of their minds, they decided to put on their own play. Unfortunately, nothing went as
planned…

That’s mostly because Zot, a demonic critic hired for the occasion, chose three mediocre actors with strong personalities, hoping
to sow hell on stage for his own and the public’s amusement.

Break a leg! As you will be playing these actors in hopes of making a nice profit out of your marvelous performance!
Come on! Show's this way!

WHY YOU SHOULD TRY IT OUT
• Theatrical setting

• Absurd humor
• Cylinder-based platforms

• Combat galore
• Local co-op
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Pretty cool for an indie game. Graphics are pretty good. Dungeon play is interesting. Nice scenery inside the keep. the game
itself is fairly challenging once you get to lower levels. As indie games go, this is a good one! I rate this 6 out of 10. I didn't
write too many reviews of games yet, but I'll put my thoughts into order for this one:

What started out with paralells to "Through the Woods" quickly evolved from a walking simulator to a first person puzzle game.
You still find snippets of journals/letters, but part of the story is also acted out vocally, which makes the characters more
relatable than just plain text.

Visually the scenes convey mostly calmness, a bit of lonelyness and at points coldness, until you light the lamps/candles all
around (seriously, there are hundreds of them XD). Also stylewise the game was pretty well realized, to be close to realistic, but
not in a way that makes some other games' textures look like imported photos.
The ambience is subtle, calm, soothing, always there, but never really diverting your attention from the task at hand.

The puzzles come in multiple varieties, some repeat, but many are unique. Those unique puzzles can be a bit harder, not only
needing one layer, but two layers of hints, which you can get from journals, letters, environment etc.
I really liked that you could "revisit" most of the gameworld, even at a later stage, just to see, if you happened to miss anything
(or experience the place in a different light), since in many games you are just pushed down a linear path and never get to catch
up on collectibles you missed, unless you started an old savefile or from chapter selection.

Overall, it was a fun and at times, challenging trip, with some very interesting characters.
Also the soundtrack will be part of my work playlist now :D. Bought this came because I needed to make a purchase in order to
get me some of those sweet cs:go skins. And let me tell you, I was not dissapointed. This is the cheapest game on steam at the
moment, yet it's still fun, I dont know why. I'd recommend for kids, or casual gamers.

The sounds are awesome. Controls are a bit icky, but you get used to them. Gamemodes are fun. AND AWESOME PRICE.. I
bought this on sale over the holidays, just got to it today. I flipped the censorship flag to "false" to see the whole thing.

I haven't read many body swapping stories before, so I wasn't sure what I'd be in for. The main character's response seems pretty
natural (it's a dream, I can do as I want), but then the issues each of the friends has comes to light and brings you down to earth.
How do I or can I help?
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I finished all four endings in around two hours. Considering what I pay for a manga these days and how fast I read them, this
was good value for money vs time spent.. Finding the red cubes shouldn't be the most difficult puzzle in each level.. I like the
scoring system
I like most of the bullet types. one of the bunny girls weapons where the satelites tilt around your ship and stay in that position
when you hold fire messes with me.
The music is awesome.
The graphics are dope.
I like that there are unlockable wallpapers/menu music/ship colors

I approve.. A soft-serve cone from McDonalds is priced at 50 cents. This game is 50 cents. So the question is, "Do I get more
enjoyment out of this than I would from a McDonalds soft-serve cone?". The visuals are completely remastered so that you can
see clearly how you die! BTW, if you choose the EX difficulty, it's a comedy game rather than a horror game.
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Synopsis: It's not bad.

The gameplay the staple Lego collect-a-thon that was popularized by Lego Star Wars 1&2 with few adjustments here and there
to make this game stand out from others. I did experience a game breaking glitch were the Indiana Jones characters were
prevented from jumping, this was fixed by going into settings and enabling "V-sync".

The visuals are okay, they are really not that impressive.
The sound was ripped straight from the movies so it's pretty good.

The story is the same as the movies, I would strongly recommend watching them before playing this game.

This is my personal favorite Lego game, I do recommend it.
It takes 20-25 hours to 100% beat the game and I rate it a 6/10.. Decent game for a decent price.. Great game with tons of sexy
waifus ;). Game is harder than you think
it have pretty nice graphic and it can go on toaster (belive me)
I prefer it to everyone who love to tryhard and play the same lavels over and over to get best score. it fun and funny character, i
got this game from free cd key and play like hell. and sure you guys dont miss this game,it like team fortress.. Super funny
game. I was playing with my friend and we could not stop laughing all the time. Really early alpha gameplay but i can see a good
future in this game since its a game enviorement for creative poeple. I would really recomend this game if you like being
creative and have a great time with your friends. Big ups for the devolorper.. sheesh, wuts with the hate? free DLC is better than
priced DLC. If you've ever mained a healer or support, relieve your struggles in an amusing way.
If you're a dps or a tank, get this game asap to understand what your poor teammates have to deal with on a daily basis.

I'm absolutely in love with the humour, gameplay and cute graphics, and reccomend this little gem to everyone <3. Excellent,
fun shooter! Easy to pick up and enjoy. You can't go wrong with this title, especially if it's on sale.. don't buy this crap
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